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ABSTRACT 

This paper presents a short contribution in air transportation, specifically in scheduling aircraft (plane) landings at 
Léopol Sédar Senghor (LSS) airport of Dakar. The safety of air navigation of LSS is managed by ASECNA: Agency 
for Air Navigation Safety in Africa and Madagascar. Scheduling aircraft landing is the problem of deciding a landing 
time on an appropriate runway for each aircraft in a given set of aircraft such that each aircraft lands within a predeter-
mined time window. The separation criteria between the landing of an aircraft, and the landing of all successive aircraft, 
are respected. Our objective is to minimize the cost of deviation from the target times. We present a mixed-integer 0 - 1 
formulation for the single runway case. Numerical experiments and comparisons based on real datasets of LSS airport 
are presented. 
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1. Introduction 

The domain of air navigation is rich in optimization pro- 
blems. In this paper, we study the problem of efficiently 
scheduling the landing times of aircraft at the Léopol 
Sédar Senghor (LSS) airport in Dakar. <<L’Agence pour 
la SECurité et la Navigation Aérienne en Afrique et à 
Madagascar>> (ASECNA) was founded in 1959. It is a 
multinational organization, created by 16 African coun- 
tries, 14 from Western and Central Africa, plus Madagas- 
car, and France (see Figure 1). The group was joined by 
the Comorian Union in 2004. The agency is presented as 
the best example of North to South cooperation, as well 
as the structure for civil aviation excellence. ASECNA 
has managed to last more than half a century because it 
adapted itself to the political and economic context. In 
addition of its mission of ensuring the safety of air na- 
vigation, the Agency provides also meteorological ser- 
vices necessary for operations of air navigation. ASE- 
CNA manages an area of more than 16 million square 
kilometers characterized by a weak network of altitude 
measuring stations. 

Air France-KLM is the dominant carrier on the long 
haul market. It serves all ASECNA’s main airports. Swiss, 
SN Brussels, Iberia, Lufthansa and Alitalia also regularly 
flight to the region. In fact, about 80 percent of the com- 
mercial traffic is operated by these carriers. More details 
about ASECNA structures and activities can be found in 
[1,2]. 

ASECNA is responsible for guiding aircraft in an 
equitable, safe and efficient manner. Flights approaching 
LSS airport are under the guidance of the approach con- 
troller, when they enter the so-called radar range of the 
airport. From this moment, the controller must create a 
correctly separated flow of aircraft towards the runway. 
To maintain safety, a minimum separation between land- 
ing aircraft is required. This separation depends on the 
weight categories of the aircraft. The aircraft landing 
problem is one of determining a landing time for each 
plane such that each plane in ASECNA horizon lands 
within a prespecified landing time window, bounded by 
an earliest time and a latest time. LSS airport of Dakar is 
one of the main airports of ASECNA. It is served by 
major regional, continental and intercontinental airlines. 
During the last ten years, traffic in this airport has conti- 
nuously grown. The number of aircraft movements has 
increased by 8 percent per year on average. The service 
provided is acceptable, but can be improved; because 
ASECNA must anticipate these mutations, and their fore- 
seeable impact on the air navigation system, and arti- 
culate its strategy to match the exigencies.  

In such a situation, help can be provided to the air 
traffic controller by presenting him a set of solutions. 
The results presented in this paper are part of a study 
(partnership) that was done together with ASECNA.  

The landing time is bounded by an earliest time and a 
latest time (these times may being different for different  
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Figure 1. Illustration of the ASECNA area. 
 
planes). The earliest time represents: the earliest time a 
plane can land if it flies at its maximum airspeed. The 
latest time represents: the latest time a plane can land if 
flies at its most fuel efficient airspeed while also holding 
for the maximum allowable time. The main objective is 
the punctuality which is an important issue for airlines 
and their passengers. 

There are many variants of the aircraft landing prob- 
lem and many approaches for solving it. The problem is 
presented first in [3]. They give an extensive literature 
overview on the aircraft landing problem. In the works 
[3-5], they are considering both single and multiple run- 
way formulations. Their objective is to minimize the 
(weighted) deviation from the preferred arrival time or 
the total timespan. Equity among airlines is not (expli- 
citly) considered. They give a mixed integer program- 
ming formulation and use several heuristics to solve the 
problem, such as using a heuristic upperbound for a three 
search and restarting the branch and bound algorithm [3] 
and genetic algorithms [4]. Another article [5] presents a 
dynamic formulation that includes additional cost for 
perturbing earlier schedules. 

In [6], they consider the tactical single runway arrival 
problem. They focus on collaborative decision making 
reflected by giving airlines the possibility to provide cost 
functions related to arrival delays for their flights. Arti- 
ouchine et al. [7] consider the landing problem with 
holding patterns, implying the possibility to delay certain 

flights using detours of fixed lengths (possibly performed 
multiple times) before landing. This gives a set of time 
intervals for each flight in which the landing is possible. 
The problem is solved by a branch and cut approach. 

Carr et al. analyze the effect of using sequence prefe- 
rences from airlines for their own aircraft [8] and of 
exchanging delays [9], using simulations. Their results 
indicate that both can be done while causing little or no 
decrease in efficiency. 

The single airport ground holding problem is consi- 
dered in various articles. Hoffman and Ball [10] compare 
different formulations of the problem, minimizing the 
weighted delay. Richetta [11] consider different cost 
rates for airborne and ground delays. These papers consi- 
der the problem on a flight-basis, and equity between air- 
lines is not explicitly considered. Vossen et al. consider 
the ground holding problem by assigning arrival slots 
(time intervals) to flights. Flights are first assigned to 
slots based on scheduled arrival times. The airlines are 
now considered as the owner of these slots. In case of 
delays (or cancellations) the slots can be redistributed, by 
minimizing the deviation (per airline) between the actual 
and the first allocation [12] or by mediated slot trading 
among airlines [13]. 

Andreatta et al. [14] consider the multi airport ground 
holding problem. Their aim is to improve the application 
of these models, by introducing simple, easy to under- 
stand heuristics. Each heuristic is based on a specific 
“priority rule’’. 

As in [3] and [15], we are only interested in modeling 
the decision problem here, that is we are only interested 
in deriving, for each plane, a landing time. Along with 
this, ASECNA controllers must also determine solutions 
to the control problem of how to land the planes. The 
main objectives are maximizing the throughput of the 
runways, minimizing inbound delays and minimizing 
also cost of deviation from the target times. One difficult 
issue is the choice of an appropriate objective function. 

Actually, the existing solution techniques for the ASE- 
CNA controller used are based on a radar and system 
aurocatx formulation. We want to know how good other 
optimization methods are suited for ASECNA.  

In this paper, we consider the problem of scheduling 
aircraft (plane) landings at LSS airport. This problem is 
one of deciding a landing time for each plane such that 
each plane lands within a predetermined time window 
and separation criteria are respected. We are dealing only 
with the off-line case where we have complete know- 
ledge of the set of planes that are going to land. We pre- 
sent a mixed-integer 0 - 1 formulation of the problem for 
the single runway case.  

In the next section, we present the model that mini- 
mizes the cost of deviation from the target times. In Sec- 
tion 3, we present numerical results using the IBM- 
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CPLEX’s MILP solver (with the real data of ASECNA). 
Finally, summary and conclusions are presented in Sec- 
tion 4. 

2. Formulation of the Aircraft Landings 

The model can be used to determine an arrival times for a 
given set of flights on a single runway, complying with 
the separation rules. The flights are already assigned to a 
runway. We assume for each flight that there is a closed 
time interval for each flight in which the landing will 
take place. More details concerning the Mixed Integer 
Programming (MIP) formulation of the aircraft landings 
model can be found in [3]. 

2.1. Notations 

The following notations are used to describe procedures 
for scheduling aircraft landings.  

Indices-Parameters-Sets: 
n

iE i
= 1, ,i n

iL i
= 1, ,i n

iT i
= 1, ,i n

S 0 i
1, , n i j

: number of arriving planes to schedule  
: earliest possible landing time for plane   

( ) 
: latest possible landing time for plane   

( ) 
: target (preferred) landing time for plane   

( ) 

ij : required separation time ( ) when plane  
lands before plane , ;  j , =i j 

ig : penalty cost (  ) per unit of time for landing 
before the target time  for plane i  ( ) 

0
= 1, ,i n

h
= 1, ,i n

U  ,i j

V  ,i j i

iT
0i : penalty cost ( ) per unit of time for landing 

after the target time  for plane i  ( ) i

Using the separation times and (overlap of) possible 
landing time intervals we can define three sets of pairs of 
flights: 

T

: set of pairs  of planes for which it is 
uncertain whether plane i lands before plane j. 

: the set of pairs  of planes for which  
definitely lands before j , but for which the separation 
is not automatically satisfied. 

W  ,i j
i j

: the set of pairs  of planes for which aircraft 
 definitely lands before plane , and the separation is 

automatically satisfied. 
More formally: 

( , ) or

or or ; , =

j i j j i j
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x

Decision Variables: 

: landing time for plane  ( ) i = 1, ,i n
i : how soon plane  ( ) lands before 

. 
i = 1, ,i n

iT

i : how soon plane  (i = 1, ,i n  T) lands after  i

ij : binary variable which becomes 1 if plane  
lands before plane  (

i
j , = 1, , ;i j n i j 

 
=1

min
n

i i i i
i

g h

), 0 other- 
wise. 

2.2. Problem Formulation 

The complete formulation (model) of the single runway 
problem is formulated as follows:  

   

 
= 1 = 1, ,

= 1, , >

ij ji i n

j n j i

  







= 1 ( , )ij i j W V

        (1) 

subject to  

                 (2) 

   

( , )j i ij

                 (3) 

x x S i j V                     (4) 

  ( , )i jj i ij ij jiL Ex S i j U     

= 1, ,i i iT x i n

x    (5) 

    

0 = 1, ,i i iT E i n

                (6) 

             (7)     

= 1, ,i i ix T i n    

0 = 1, ,i i iL T i n

                (8) 

    

= = 1, ,i i i i

             (9) 

x T i n            (10)    

= 1, ,i i iE x L i n   

0 = 1, ,i i n

              (11) 

   

0 = 1, ,i i n

                  (12) 

                  (13)    

  = 1, ,0,1ij i n   

T

i j

               (14) 

The objective function (1) minimizes the cost of devi- 
ation from the target times i . It is a linear objective 
function. Constraint (2) is effective only when either 
plane  must land before plane  ( ij  equals one) or 
plane  must land before plane  (j i ji  equals one). 
For elements in the set V  and W  the order of the 
planes is known. So trivially the constraints (3) hold. 
Constraint (4) ensures that a time ij  must elapse after 
the landing of plane  at i

S
i x  before plane  can land 

at 
j

jx . Constraint (5) ensures separation if the order of 
the flights is not known (pairs of flights in set U ). 
Constraints (6) and (7) ensure that i  is at least as big 
as zero and the time difference between i  and iT x , and 
at most the time difference between iT  and . 
Constraints (8) and (9) are similar equations for i

iE
 . 

Constraint (10) relates the landing time ix  to the time 
 lands before i i , or after i , target T . Constraint i
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(11) ensures that each plane lands within its time window. 
Constraints (12), (13) and (14) represent the domains of 
the variables. 

3. Computational Results 

In this section, it is shown how optimization tools are 
suited for ASECNA controllers, compared with their ac- 
tual existing solution techniques based on a radar and 
formulation of system aurocatx.  

ASECNA ensures the control of air navigation flows, 
aircraft guidance, transmission of technical and traffic 
messages, airborne information etc. This includes ground 
aircraft guidance and movements, and approach control. 
Theses services are delivered for en route, terminal ap- 
proach and landing phases of flights. 

Consider the planes within the radar horizon of ASE- 
CNA at LSS airport. Typically, the controller is in charge 
of determining approach paths, runway allocation, and 
landing times of several planes in the radar horizon. Each 
of these planes has a preferred landing time (earliest and 
latest possible landing times). Efficiency cannot be con- 
sidered as the only objective, punctuality is an important 
issue for airlines and their passengers. For a specific 
flight by an airline: the transfer times of the passengers, 
the propagation of the delay and the fuel cost can also 
play a role in the valuation of an arrival delay. The main 
objective is to minimize the cost of deviation from the 
target times with respect to separation and earliest/latest 
possible landing times.  

Recall that the input data needed to use the model are: 
 number of arriving planes,  
 earliest possible landing time vector,  
 latest possible landing time vector,  
 preferred landing time vector,  
 time-separation matrix,  
 penalty cost vector for landing before the target time, 
 penalty cost vector for landing after the target time, 
 aircraft size and type. 

All realistic scenarios are given by ASECNA from 
data related to the flow of arrival traffic. Nevertheless, 
one difficult issue is the choice of an appropriate objec- 
tive function to be able to measure the quality of diffe- 
rent aircraft sequences. 

The cost incurred by an airline for an arriving flight 
depends on its landing time. Every flight may have dif- 
ferent characteristics, such as the number of transfer pas- 
sengers and their transfer times etc. Therefore, the air- 
line is allowed to provide a separate cost function for 
every individual flight. 

The considered costs can vary a lot between different 
airlines. However, we allow all airlines as much flexi- 
bility as possible to define their own cost functions. At 
the same time the functions need to be suitable to deter- 
mine an equitable arrival schedule. 

The costs vary according to the operational conditions, 
in particular: the phase of flight where the delay occurs, 
aircraft size and type, and the load factor. 

Airlines try to manage their costs by reducing delays, 
and their financial impacts, at all levels of planning from 
the strategic phase, through to pre-departure slot manage- 
ment, and into the airborne phase of the flight. Delay 
recovery and fuel burn are related through the cost index. 
The cost index is a parameter set in the cockpit, which 
determines how the flight management system will direct 
the aircraft. It quantifies the choice to fly faster to re- 
cover delay, or to fly slower to conserve fuel. 

Most comprehensive report on the cost of delays in the 
air traffic management system can be found in [16,17]. 

We considered two sets of test problems on separate 
days. The first set, involved 16 aircraft. The second set 
we considered were more large, involving 36 aircraft. 

For the first set, the day we consider is Friday (day 
where traffic is very important); and the time-period we 
consider is between 03:00 PM and 02:50 AM. This 
implies that we schedule aircraft in batches, between 
03:00 PM and 06:35 PM for the first batch, then between 
11:20 PM and 02:50 AM for the second. 

For the number of arriving planes: the assumed arrival 
rates for the two aircraft batches are 8 aircraft between 
03:00 PM and 06:35 PM, and 8 aircraft between 11:20 
PM and 02:50 AM (see Table 1), respectively. 

For the second set (seperate day), three scenarios are 
considered during the second FESMAN (World Festival 
of Black Arts and Cultures) edition, where traffic has in- 
creased considerably. The time-period we consider is be- 
tween 10:45 AM and 05:50 PM. This implies that we 
schedule aircraft in batches, between 10:45 AM and 
01:43 PM for the first batch, then between 00:20 PM and 
01:43 PM for the second, and between 03:20 PM and 
05:50 PM for the third.  

For the number of arriving planes: the assumed arrival 
rates for the three aircraft batches are 15 aircraft between 
10:45 AM and 01:43 PM, 10 aircraft between 00:20 and 
01:43 PM, and 11 aircraft between 03:20 and 05:50 PM 
(see Table 2), respectively. 

The landing time between any two aircraft pairs in the 
horizon must be greater than some minimum interval. This 

 
Table 1. Scenario results. 

Time period 03:00 - 06:35 PM 11:20 PM - 02:50 AM

Number of aircraft  
scheduled 

8 8 

 
Table 2. Scenario results during the FESMAN. 

Time period 
10:45 AM - 01:43 

PM 
00:20 - 01:43  

PM 
03:20 - 05:50 

PM 
Number of  

aircraft scheduled
15 10 11 
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minimum separation is the same for all aircraft types and 
for all pairs of aircraft in the horizon. This minimum 
separation distance is 8.0 min. 

The problem formulation in Section 2 is a mixed- 
integer 0 - 1 program involving 3i continuous variables, 
at most  n(n – 1) binary 0 - 1 variables and at most 

3 3 1 2n n n  

1.57500e 02

  constraints (excluding bounds on va- 
riables).  

The aircraft landings model outlined in this paper is 
programmed in C++. In order to solve the mixed-integer 
0 - 1 formulation of the problem to optimality, we use the 
commercial MILP solver, namely IBM-CPLEX V12.3 
[18], for a number of test problems involving up to 36 
aircraft and one runway. The numerical experiments are 
run on a personal computer with a 2.0 GHz CPU 2× 
Intel(R) Core(TM)2 Duo, on a Linux platform and 4.0 
GB RAM. 

To facilitate understanding, we present the scenario 
results separately. 

For the first set, the number of aircraft is 8 for each 

scenario; and the optimal values are   and 
2.52000e 02 , respectively. 

Tables 3 and 4 show the preferred landing times, the 
actual times (optimal solution) and delays (counted posi- 
tively). All times are given in minutes. 

Only aircraft 2 (first scenario) and 2 (second scenario) 
land before and after their preferred landing times, for +5 
and +8 minutes, respectively. 

For the second set, the numbers of aircraft are 15, 10 
and 11 respectively. The optimal values are 9.175000e+ 
02, 7.975000e 02  and , respectively.  2.230000e 02

Tables 5, 6 and 7 show the preferred landing times, 
the actual times and delays; and all times are given in mi- 
nutes. 

First scenario: aircraft 3, 9, 10 and 13 land before their 
preferred landing times, for +3, +7, +5 and +1 minutes, 
respectively. Then aircraft 12, 14 and 15 land after their 
preferred landing times, for +1, +2 and +5 minutes, 
respectively. 

Second scenario: aircraft 4, 5 and 8 land before their  
 

Table 3. First set: landing times for the first scenario. 

aircraft 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

preferred landing 
time 

900 915 918 960 982 998 1095 1115 

arrival time at 
runway 

900 910 918 960 982 998 1095 1115 

gap 0 +5 0 0 0 0 0 0 

 
Table 4. First set: landing times for the second scenario. 

aircraft 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

preferred landing 
time 

1400 1410 1410 1501 1516 1466 1590 1610 

arrival time at 
runway 

1400 1418 1410 1501 1516 1466 1590 1610 

gap 0 +8 0 0 0 0 0 0 

 
Table 5. Second set: landing times for the first scenario. 

aircraft 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 

preferred 
landing 

time 
615 645 660 665 697 740 750 790 814 820 823 830 840 845 850 

arrival time 
at runway 

615 645 657 665 697 740 750 790 807 815 823 831 839 847 855 

gap 0 0 +3 0 0 0 0 0 +7 +5 0 +1 +1 +2 +5 

 
Table 6. Second set: landing times for the second scenario. 

aircraft 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

preferred 
landing time 

740 750 790 814 820 823 830 840 845 850 

arrival time at 
runway 

740 750 790 807 815 823 831 839 847 855 

gap 0 0 0 +7 +5 0 +1 +1 +2 +5 
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Table 7. Second set: landing times for the third scenario. 

aircraft 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 

preferred 
landing time 

910 920 990 1000 1005 1020 1030 1040 1050 1070 1075 

arrival time 
at runway 

910 920 990 998 1006 1020 1030 1040 1050 1067 1075 

gap 0 0 0 +2 +1 0 0 0 0 +3 0 

 
preferred landing times, for +7, +5, and +1 minutes, 
respectively. Then aircraft 7, 9 and 10 land after their 
preferred landing times, for +1, +2 and +5 minutes, 
respectively. 

For the third scenario: the aircraft 4 and 10 land before 
their preferred landing times, for +2 and +3 minutes, 
respectively. Only aircraft 5 lands after its preferred land- 
ing times, for +1 minute. 

In order to develop safely and orderly, ASECNA needs 
a reliable air navigation infrastructure and an adapted air 
navigation service provision for LSS airport. 

Using these scenarios, we have demonstrated that the 
given procedure is flexible, can compute optimal solu- 
tions very quickly, and scales slowly and reliably with 
increase in number of aircraft.  

The datasets lead to the improvement of the optimum 
value of the objective function and 
 make possible to assist ASECNA controllers in mak- 

ing decisions,  
 globally improve the performance of the aircraft land- 

ing in LSS,  
 and support real time decisions.  

4. Conclusion and Perspectives 

We have studied formulation and simulations of the 
static aircraft landing problem for single runway case. 
We solved the related mixed-integer 0 - 1 linear program; 
and showed how the simulation techniques can be ap- 
plied successfully to practical decision support of ASE- 
CNA, in a real-world setting at LSS international airport. 
Using some intances, we dicussed that ASECNA con- 
trollers can maximize the throughput of the runway sys- 
tem minimizing cost of deviation from the target times. 
Furthermore, we extend the formulation to the multiple 
runway case; and the subject of the dynamic or on-line 
case, where decisions about the landing times for planes 
must be made as time passes and the situation changes 
(planes land, new planes appear, etc.) will be study in a 
separate paper for LSS and the new airport of Dias. 
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